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WELCOME TO ISA CONSORTIUM
YOUR BEST FRIEND IN BUSINESS
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Accountants
TAX SPECIALISTS
BOOKKEEPERS
Business Services
PLANNING
PAYROLL

ISA Consortium Ltd. 206 New Road, Croxley Green, London WD3 3HH

OUR SERVICES FOR BUSINESS
ACCOUNTING, BOOKKEEPING & EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KEEP YOUR BUSINESS PERFORMING
At ISA Consortium we pride ourselves on taking away
all the time consuming jobs you hate to do creating a
seamless experience with us that is dependable and
reliable. Our state-of-the-art reporting and practice
management software makes the accounting practice
and bookkeeping process more intelligible for our
clients. One sole ledger allows you an important
overview and insights into how your business is
performing at a glance.

Here’s what our clients say about us:

ACCOUNTING

BOOKKEEPING

At ISA Consortium we create a bespoke accountancy
plan suited to your business needs. We hope to be more
than just automatic accountants filing the necessary
tax forms and organising your annual accounts.

Every business and organisation needs to keep on top
of its bookkeeping in order to collect customer debts,
pay suppliers and staff, monitor overheads and profit
margins, control the cash flow, produce accounts and
comply with tax regulations. The last thing you want in
your business is to have valuable time and resources
tied up with routine bookkeeping and accounting. That’s
something we can do for you.

We also work in the interim providing continual and
consistent support. We aim to be partners in your
business, which means providing you with regular
updates on your finances, reminders of any
deadlines coming up and making sure we are
always at the other end of the phone to answer
your questions as your business grows and develops.
Our role is not limited to end of the year statements,
but rather our trained and friendly accountants are a
constant support tool for you and your business.
We know how hard it is to juggle all the different
aspects of a business so our accountants work to
anticipate problems.

“ISA are excellent accountants, bookkeepers and
financial controllers. The reports he provides us on a
month by month basis have changed the shape of
our business. Sarosh is kind, thoughtful and most
importantly caring and I would not hesitate to
recommend him.”

THEO CONSTANTI

We begin by discussing your specific requirements
with you and then we set up appropriate accounting
procedures and controls and ensure your accounts are
kept fully up-to-date and in compliance with statutory
regulations.
We don’t stop there however! We can also provide
you with regular management accounts to keep you
informed on essential areas such as:
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We consider HMRC and the Inland Revenue as well as
your own long term goals to ensure your accounts are
completely in order, compliant and up to date.
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Cashflow forecasts
Budgets and variance analysis
Profitability
Performance ratios
Customer activity
Credit control
Budget comparisons
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OUR SERVICES FOR BUSINESS
COMPANY SECRETARIAL
The Companies Act dictates that certain documents
must be filed on time and the fines for not submitting
are rather steep.
Not only this, but the law surrounding filing is
constantly changing and your business needs to
be aware of how any changes could affect your legal
position or standing.
At ISA Consortium our team can seamlessly take over
your company secretarial duties. Outsourcing this
process can help save you time, money and worry.
We work diligently to make sure deadlines are met
and every form is fully filled out. According to the
Companies Act the responsibility lies with each
individual company, but we work to ease that
significant burden. Using our expert knowledge and
experience to easily ensure your company is up to date
and compliant we:
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Advise on the best corporate structure for
your business
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Form the company and issue shares
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Check the Articles are in harmony with your
long term growth strategy

“Paperwork isn’t my strong point and my books were
in an awful mess when I approached ISA Consortium.
After my first consultation I felt the weight of the world
had been lifted from my shoulders. I never thought it
would all be so easy.”

SAM CLARKE

CORPORATE FINANCE
Raising finance can be difficult for start-ups and
small business as they struggle to demonstrate their
capacity for growth whilst still in the earliest stages.
At ISA Consortium our experienced accountants can
help you prepare during the application process by
offering a great deal of knowledge as well as some
important contacts as you seek out investment capital.
Not only that, but with our international network of
contacts we are able to speak to investors based
outside of the UK who are interested in future
investments in the British market.
As there is no one size fits all method of raising
capital we offer an extensive range of corporate finance
solutions to help you source the right fit for your
company. We can help with:
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File annual accounts and returns
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Create any documents needed for share transfers

Raising finance from investors
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Maintain the statutory registers

Securing loans
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Organise the paperwork for changes in officers

Accessing government loans
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Mergers and acquisitions
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Valuing your business
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Exit planning
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Buyer searches
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Sales of Assets

“ISA have helped me with my accounts and helped my
business go to the next level. Very reliable!”

JOHNNY SERGHIDES
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OUR SERVICES FOR BUSINESS
PAYROLL MANAGEMENT
Payroll is an immensely important part of any business.
There are plenty of articles promoting the importance
of employee relations, but paying them is the simplest
premise to ensure that your team turn up to work.
Worryingly, it is exceptionally easy to go wrong with
payroll as it demands a real time of knowledge of
employment and tax legislation which is constantly
changing. With an ever growing mountain of very
complex
legislation to consider, as well as
penalties for non-compliance, it makes sense to
seek expert advice.
Not only that, but if you over or under pay your staff the
results can find them paying a bulk sum to HMRC or out
of pocket.
At ISA Consortium we provide a comprehensive and
confidential service that ensures your staff are paid on
time and in keeping with the latest legislation.
We also create customised payroll slips as well as a
breakdown of all your staff costs so you know precisely
where your money is going.

“I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Sarosh and ISA
Consortium. It used to take me months to sort out my
Self-Assessment and End of Year returns and now I
just leave it all to them. These days I even get nice
letters from the taxman!”

MARK SIMON

YEAR END RETURNS
As ISA Consortium can come up with monthly, quarterly
or annual management accounts, incorporating Profit
and Loss and Balance sheets, it makes sense for us to
be able to create your end of year accounts and returns
also as a complete service.
We ensure to show the real position of the business,
process the Year End Returns and the bank balance at
any stage, which is necessary for any business new or
established.
Another big predator to keep a watchful eye on is your
Cash Flow and it is mandatory to know where you stand
and where you would stand in the future.
At ISA we offer free advice on your accounts with an
initial free no-obligation consultation with our experts
so you can see where you are and where you need to be.

FORM FILLING
When you start your business, numerous official forms
need to be filled out and sent off to the right places.
We want you to save yourself the time and effort and
free yourself to focus on running your business. Get
connected for free advice on any aspect of paperwork
required by your business.
Our team is looking forward to resolving your issues.

GETTING STARTED IS EASY
To book a conversation with our
team please contact us on:
info@isaconsortium.com
or call 01923 332586
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TAX & PLANNING
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH EVERY ASPECT OF TAX FROM CORPORATE TO YOUR PERSONAL AFFAIRS
Tax doesn’t have to be taxing and with our dedicated
team keeping a close eye on your business and finances
we can keep you up to date to ensure you pay just the
right amount. Whether it’s taking care of your corporate
and business taxes or your own personal liabilities as
a business owner, director or self-employed status, we
will provide you with expert planning and guidance from
our experienced team.

CORPORATE TAX PLANNING
Our dedicated team of tax advisors can help plan for
corporate tax by:
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Creating an effective tax structure for
your business
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Helping to minimise your corporate tax exposure
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Using any relevant tax opportunities or reliefs
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Reducing tax on disposals as well as optimising
tax relief on acquisitions
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Using sector specific knowledge for any tax
opportunities (such as Research and
Development tax credits)
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Fully complying with any regulation
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Speaking on your behalf when liaising with HMRC
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Strategically planning your tax year

“I have always found Sarosh and ISA Consortium to
be incredibly helpful, knowledgeable and trustworthy.
They make being a self-employed business owner much,
much easier and I feel very safe indeed leaving my
taxes in their capable hands every year. I’d highly
recommend them to anyone who needs bookkeeping
or accounting services.”

BEN BURMAN
steer clear of any penalty. We prepare VAT returns
quarterly and submit them electronically to HMRC
to ensure that you don’t get penalised. With the
correct management of VAT Returns, the VAT man can be
tamed. For free advice on your VAT Returns, call
today and set up a time for your consultation.

INCOME TAX
Being self-employed means having far more
autonomy, as well as responsibility, over your finances.
Many entrepreneurs start their own business because
they have a specific skill, or a genuine desire to have
more freedom. However, many brand new business
owners don’t fully understand the legislation meaning
they are left at the last minute struggling to create
order out of their chaotic books.
Not only that, but many owners don’t realise that
however small their profit they are still required to pay,
at least, a minimal contribution to national insurance
tax. They need to plan throughout the year to ensure
they aren’t left vulnerable to large pay-outs.

VAT RETURNS
One of the biggest potential pitfalls one encounters
in business is the VAT Man and any flaw with your VAT
return is unaffordable. ISA Consortium ensures we fulfil
the requirements of the VAT man and that too on time to

We work with a range of business owners
to ensure their finances are organised
and completely prepared.
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TAX & PLANNING
CAPITAL GAINS TAX
Capital gains tax is applied to any profit made from
selling an asset, including any transfers made during a
separation or divorce.

reduce liabilities. And, of course, our expert advisors
work to constantly stay updated with the latest
legislation and, if necessary, may advise further
amendments down the line to make the tax as low as
possible. We explore a variety of options including:
asterisk

With an experienced team of professionals and an
intricate knowledge of the legislation we provide the
best solutions that will help save you money. We
can help advise on applying for the right reliefs and
appropriate allowances that will help you see more of
your money.
Using the best techniques ISA Consortium can help:

Main residence nil rate band (the latest
legislation which allows an additional nil rate
band to be introduced where a residence is
passed on to a direct descendant)
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Charitable giving
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Lifetime gifts
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Estate planning (including business property
relief)
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Advise on applying for Entrepreneurs’ relief
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Explore if exemptions are available (these are

Use of PETs

asterisk

Annual exemption (Gifts of £3,000 a year may be

applicable in the case of gifts to charity and to

given without an inheritance tax charge)

your spouse).
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Recommend a strategic calendar for sales.

Gifts between husband and wife
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Discuss the possibility of reliefs.

Family maintenance
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Calculate the potential capital gains tax payable

INHERTIANCE TAX
Inheritance tax forms an integral part of planning for
the future security of your family. Planning for after you
are gone can often be difficult, so we aim to make the
process stress free and seamless.

SELF-ASSESSMENT RETURNS
Let us do your Self-Assessment Tax Returns with our
fast and easy service. All you need to do is, let us know
your income and the exact source of your income.

Using discretion and compassion our team work to
ensure your family remain protected and provided for.

We will sort through all the paperwork for you to arrive
at the correct figure to be paid or refunded. Our experts
will ensure that you do not pay a penny more than is
required or if you have paid too much, we make sure you
get it back.

Our specialist advisors will undertake a comprehensive
review of your estate as well as analyse your will to
highlight any areas that are particularly liable for high
taxation. We then create a workable solution to help

Get connected for FREE advice on your SelfAssessment Tax Returns or to book your
initial free, no-obligation
consultation with our experts.
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MAKING TAX DIGITAL
PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR THE VERY LATEST: ISACONSORTIUM.CO.UK/making-tax-digital
Making Tax Digital (MTD) is the UK Government’s plan
to make it easier for individuals and businesses to stay
on top of their tax affairs. HMRC would like the UK to
become one of the most “digitally advanced tax administrations in the world”.

THE MTD TIMELINE
calendar

calendar

calendar

APRIL 2019 - All businesses with a
turnover exceeding the VAT threshold
are required to submit digital records
for the VAT periods starting from
the 1st April
7th JUNE 2019 - You’ll need to file
your first digital VAT return if you
submit monthly returns
7th AUGUST 2019 - You’ll need to file
your first digital VAT return if you do so
quarterly for the period April to June
2019

WORRIED OR NEED HELP WITH MTD?

This means making big changes to the tax system and
administration of the system. The aims are to make the
tax system more effective, efficient and easier to get
the amount of tax you pay correct.

While the MTD initiative has not progressed as
quickly as HMRC originally planned, it is moving
forward
and
will
continue
to
do
so
regardless of the UK’s relationship with the European
Union. The first area that MTD focuses on is VAT.
Since the start of April 2019 the vast majority
of businesses that are VAT registered and have
an annual turnover above the current VAT threshold
of £85,000 are now required by law to use MTD to
complete their VAT returns.
This process now involves setting up a digital
tax account and filing their quarterly returns online.
These businesses will need to use an accounting
system that can integrate with the new HMRC
digital gateway. HMRC will also require access
to
transaction
details
and
calculations
provided by the software used.
At ISA Consortium we can help you make sense of
all the changes and set up your systems correctly
to ensure a smooth and efficient change over. We
can also manage and complete your VAT returns
as part of our services to help keep your business
running smoothly.

Arrange your free consultation:
Call 01923 332586
Email info@isaconsortium.co.uk
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ENGAGING US
WE ENJOY FINDING OUT ABOUT NEW PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES AND GIVING THEM A HELPING HAND
People are at the heart of our business and helping
people achieve more is our ultimate goal. Whether that
is providing the tools and services to facilitate the
growth of your business or by putting in place the right
processes and planning for your future we are helping to
move you forward in a secure and sustainable way. We
look forward to finding out more about you.

”ISA Consortium has kept my company on the
straight and narrow financially for over ten years.
I always know my books are in order and bang up
to date and that allows me to get on with running
my business worry free with the headspace to
concentrate on our future.”

RUSSELL FORDHAM

STARTING THE PROCESS IS EASY
1

Contact us to arrange a free no-obligation
meeting with our expert team

2

We will then spend time with you to help
you assess where you are currently, what is
required to support,, the growth of your
business and where you would like to be

3

Once we have assessed everything we will
send you our recommendations proposal with a
transparent outline of fees for you to consider

BOOK A MEETING
Located in North West London our offices are close to
Croxley tube station on the Metropolitan Line:
206 New Road, Croxley Green, London WD3 3HH
We are open Monday-Friday from 9am-6pm
and can also see you on a Saturday
but by appointment only.
TO CONTACT US CALL 01 9 23 3325 8 6 or EMAIL info @isac o nso rtiu m. c o . u k
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